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GOING FOR 
BRONZE
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Our 1000+ employees are the heart and soul of our company, always going 
the extra mile to keep our customers smiling. It’s their dedication and passion 
for fl ying that helps us strive for excellence as an airline. For this, we want to give 
them some well-deserved recognition. Below, we share the stories of a few of our 
star employees who have truly warmed our hearts this month. 

HEART WARMERS 
OF THE MONTH OCT

On Monday 19 August Robin received a USA 
passport belonging to a passenger that was 
touring our country, which was left on a fl ight 
between OR Tambo and Durban. As a result of 
the passenger’s contact details being correct, 
by 9:30 am Robin was able to contact her via 
e-mail and leave a message informing her 
that he has found her passport and that they 
should make arrangements for collection. 
A grateful passenger responded later that 
afternoon, and they made arrangements to 
meet at OR Tambo on her return to the USA for 
the passport handover. Thank you, Robin, for 
ensuring the return of this passengers passport.

Compliance, Joburg 
Robin Thompson

All one can say is WOW, this is what customer service is all about. We would 
like to give a special shout out to the In-Charge Flight Attendant, Madeleine, 
on FA315 (HLA-CPT) on 27 July 2019. We boarded the fl ight with our Mom 
who is 70 years of age, but we did not request special wheelchair assistance. 
Madeleine noticed that our Mom was a bit fl ustered after walking the entire 
Lanseria airport and boarding the fl ight, so she had a chat to my mom and 
then later returned to tell us that she had managed to organize a wheelchair 
for her in Cape Town for when we disembark.  Not once did we or our Mom 
ask for the additional service. It just came out of the blue. Madeleine clearly 
looks after her passengers and goes the extra mile, whether on the ground or 
up in the air. Thank you Madeleine and team FLYSAFAIR!

Madelein Capes
Crew B737, Cape Town

Megan assisted a diabetic passenger that wasn’t 
feeling well and wanting to faint. From the time 
the passenger boarded the aircraft, she picked 
up that he was not feeling well and assisted him 
with his bags and to his seat. Through the whole 
fl ight, she kept a close eye on him, to ensure 
he remains calm and hydrated. She won over 
the heart and business of this passenger as we 
received a wonderful testament from them.  This is 
not just ensuring customer service excellence, but 
also looking after the wellbeing of our customers. 
Thank you, Megan!

Crew B737, Joburg
Megan Chaplin

Sarah Richards is an established South African artist and sculptor. InFlight recently chatted to her to learn 
more about her love of art. 
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The lion. The true undisputed King of the Jungle. 
This regal species is the second coin struck in fine 
silver in the exciting new ‘Big Five’ coin series from 
the South African Mint.

The lion is a legendary creature. It has a roar that 
can be heard up to eight kilometres away, and is 
the only big cat to have a mane. It also symbolises 
the height of royalty in some African cultures. 

As a celebration of Africa’s unique natural heritage, 
strength and beauty, the new Big 5 coin series will 
introduce a new member every six months. Enquire 
instore or online for more on this exciting series, 
plus additional metal variations, such as gold, 
platinum and full sets. 

Start collecting Africa’s legendary Big 5 today!

Order yours today from the South African Mint. 
Also available from Elegance Jewellers, Melrose Arch.
+27 (0)12 677 2460/2482  numismatics@samint.co.za  
www.samint.co.za
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 Richards specialises in bronze sculptures, a medium she loves. 
“A bronze will outlive generations. It’s an investment in time. If 
you buy a bronze for your business, it’s a testament to the belief 
in your legacy. It says:  ‘We are here to stay [and] you can trust 
us’,” she explains.

Richards always enjoyed creative pursuits, whether in the form 
of holiday art classes in clay sculpture or painting pictures for 
Father Christmas. “I always took the making of artworks very 
seriously. I recently found a picture of myself painting when I was 
about seven or eight, and you can see that I took it very seriously 
even then.” 

Being an artist was tough in the beginning, she says. Because 
she loves so many aspects of creating, she found it difficult to 
settle on a subject matter, let alone a medium. Eventually, the 
decision was made – and bronze has been her medium of choice 
for the last 15 years. 

The Beauty of Creation
Being an artist requires one to enjoy the creative process, as 

well as to master the business side of it. This includes dealing with 
clients, developing relationships with galleries and so on. “I make the 
works because I want to make them. I don’t want to keep them. 
I choose bronze to give the clients the best. I don’t have a lot of 
attachment to the work I make. I love to know they have a good 
home to go to and that someone will love them. I make them for 
other people’s enjoyment. My enjoyment comes in making them.”

For Richards, there is much to be inspired by. Rather than 
delve into the darker aspects of life, she focuses on the world’s 
beauty and its inhabitants. “I am inspired by the challenge of 
making each work, discovering and learning through my hands, 
via my hands.” 

Birthing Art
When it comes to creating her artworks, Richards says her 

creative process is a little chaotic. “I sometimes start with a plan 
– especially as a sculpture requires an armature [internal metal 
structure] that has to be made first,” she says. However, she 
invariably ends up changing it as she goes along, cutting out bits 
of wire if they are in the wrong places. At times a weakness 
such as being impatient can become part of the process, in a 
healthy way. 

“I generally tackle a problem head-on – and I can be 
impatient. So, I have to redo sections or improve on them as 
I go, or as I understand the subject better,” she explains. “This 
includes getting to know someone better by creating their 
portrait – studying the face of someone often deceased and 
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Central Reservations for
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Tel:  +27 (0) 11 466 8715
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E-mail:  taugame@mweb.co.za
www.taugamelodge.com
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beloved, being reminded of mortality, and when it comes to 
animals, the fact that they are all so unique, and wondering 
what their lives are like.” 

Cast in Fire
Richards believes people will be “awestruck by the 

complexity and skills required to make a sculpture. Not just 
the ar twork itself but the whole casting process.” It is in this 
where the true value of bronze lies. It’s the labour involved, 
the skills of several different people and the casting materials 
that are the costly part of the process – not the bronze itself.  

She is currently working on a variety of artworks and is in 
the planning phases of others. This includes a pair of giraffes 
for a client as a gift for his wife, and a mural of a tree as a 
fundraising initiative for Thembelihle Primary School, a small 
school in Howick, KwaZulu-Natal. “I am painting the tree, and 
we will be selling leaves and birds for the tree to raise funds 
for the school. I am finishing off a half-size figure hugging her 
knees, and more contemporary works that use moulds from 
the ground to make panels and for other creations – these are 
a bit more experimental,” she says. 

“I have several projects in different stages of experimentation 
and this keeps the creative juices flowing – a small element of the 
unknown, and a challenge.” 


